Concept 1 - PLAY ROOM
- Emphasizes a variety of play spaces including a challenge play area with large slides and climbing, plus traditional playgrounds and ‘tot-lot’
- Maximizes open lawn space
- Minimizes pavement and built hardscape
- Allows for passive recreation and small scale performance on picnic platforms/mini stages
- Offers spectacular vistas from observation decks with binoculars

Concept 2 - PERFORMANCE ROOM
- Emphasizes a community performance venue which delivers flexible and expandable use of an open air pavilion for performances or exhibitions
- Maximizes wooded areas and tree planting
- Strikes a balance between hardscape and planted areas
- Provides playgrounds, ‘tot-lot’, and areas for picnic and outdoor classrooms
- Offers spectacular vistas from observation decks with binoculars

Concept 3 - LEARNING ROOM
- Emphasizes flexible use space that can be used for outdoor classrooms, garden ‘labs’ or agricultural exhibits
- Maximizes successional meadow planting and ‘no mow’ areas
- Pulls main circulation back from the edge
- Provides playgrounds, ‘tot-lot’, and a large challenge play area with slides and climbing
- Offers spectacular vistas from tiered

COMMENTS:

PLAY ROOM
THIS IS MY (CIRCLE ONE) FIRST - SECOND - THIRD FAVORITE

PERFORMANCE ROOM
THIS IS MY (CIRCLE ONE) FIRST - SECOND - THIRD FAVORITE

LEARNING ROOM
THIS IS MY (CIRCLE ONE) FIRST - SECOND - THIRD FAVORITE